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Surface & Supplies:
6” Battery Operated Candle (#35-9729 www.vikingwoodcrafts.com)
Stylus
12” x 1-1/4” Fabric Scrap for bow at the bottom of the candle
Basic Painting Supplies
Americana Paint:
Tangelo Orange

Light Buttermilk

Loew-Cornell LaCorneille Golden Taklon Brushes:
3/4” Wash
18/0 Liner
#4 & #10 Flat
1/2” Angular Shader

Heritage Brick

Lamp Black

Marigold

#1 Round
1/2” Mop
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Mix equal parts of Light Buttermilk with Tangelo Orange and basecoat the top of the candle and the ‘drips’.
Basecoat the candle with Tangelo Orange. Let dry.
Shade just below the candle “top” and “drips” on the candle with Heritage Brick.
Cut the traced pattern down to size then transfer the pattern onto the candle.
Using Heritage Brick, shade the cheeks just underneath the eyes and shade the chin below the mouth.
Using Light Buttermilk, paint the pumpkin’s eyes.
Using Lamp Black:
a. Paint the spider’s body.
b. Paint the spider web and spider’s legs (use thinned paint).
c. Paint the pumpkin’s eyes (the black areas), nose and mouth.
d. Add the eyebrows, lashes, and outline the pumpkin’s eyes with thinned paint.
8. Using Marigold:
a. Float highlights down the sides of the pumpkin’s eyes closest to the outer edges.
b. Float highlights down the left sides of the nose and mouth. Let dry.
9. Using Light Buttermilk:
a. Dot the spider’s eyes.
b. Float highlights along the bottom curve of the black pumpkin’s eyes.
c. Use the liner brush and stylus to add comma strokes and dots in the pumpkin’s eyes.
10. Add tiny dots in the spider’s eyes with Lamp Black.
Finish:
11. Lightly spray the surface with Krylon to seal.
12. Wrap the fabric around the bottom and tie a knot in the front. Trim the tails and fray the fabric a little.
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